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Donald J. Trump, reality star turned political ascendant, clearly has a 
talent for dusting up outrage.  

He also seems to have a knack for collecting a certain type of 
conservative. In Iowa, where I now live and work, I see two or three 
Trump signs for every other political sign. 

Catcalls of “racist” and “xenophobe” and “fascist,” though more true 
than not, have done little to roll back Trump’s lead in the polls. A recent 
CBS News/New York Times poll credits Trump with 35% of likely GOP 
primary voters, up from October, and flamboyantly in front of the primary 
challenger Ted Cruz. 

To call Trump’s appeal polarizing would be to miss the point somewhat. 
Of course it is polarizing. It’s also been effective (so far). 

American journalists began by dismissing Trump as merely 
entertainment. 
(The example begging mention is the Huffington Post, which 
proclaimed, with great self-satisfaction, that it would only publish news 
of the campaign on its entertainment page in July. Trump wandered his 
way into the more laced up “news” section earlier this month.) 

Clearly, most reporters weren’t sure what the appeal was (some 
combination of disenfranchisement, middle-class angst, fear and 
racism, perhaps). Some have even floated conspiracy theories (perhaps 
Trump is running so that Clinton will be elected). The thing worth 
noticing is that the mechanisms of media have a weakness for a certain 
kind of personality, and Trump is just too goddamn interesting to not 
publish. 



Treating Trump as entertainment ignores the purchase his campaign 
has on certain subsectors of voters. Claiming the movement is 
xenophobic is so boring and obvious that it doesn’t count as an insight. 
Yet every single xenophobic statement made by Trump gets air time. 
Why? It’s polarizing. It’s exciting. 

It’s proven a reliable alternative to paying for campaign ads for Trump, 
and it’s more effective. 

The real concern is not to notice the xenophobia in Trump, but to notice 
it everywhere else. France began shutting down mosques. Democrat 
Wesley Clark says “disloyal” Americans should be tossed into 
internment camps until the (undeclared) war on terror ends. 

The UK has made its own mistake, with hundreds of thousands 
petitioning to ban Trump from the country.  

In short, the petition to consider banning Donald did nothing but give 
Trump more media coverage. 

Presumably the point of the proposed ban is to limit the Trump’s 
influence. At best this is counterproductive. After all, how much 
coverage has he garnered from this “protest”? The ban petition has 
given Trump coverage in the pages and on the websites of the BBC, the 
New York Times, CNN, Wired, the Independent, etc., all at no expense 
to Trump. How many UK-based papers had Trump on their front pages 
the moment the petition became widely circulated? If the petition was an 
attempt to flee Trump and his hairpiece, it was ill advised. (So much for 
the political sophistication of the old empire, in other words.) 

What about Trump’s appeal? In a sense, Trump is a venting for the third 
party impulse. Trump has been able to attract the radicalized sections of 
the GOP. International and national events have lent cover to Trump’s 
statements by shifting to the right on immigration. (The refugee crisis, 
though largely irrelevant to the U.S., created a felt “need” for control on 
immigration and harder definitions on who counts as a citizen. 
Radicalization worries and the mass shootings have had the same 
effect.) 



Trump’s campaign, which really launched with his comment about a 
proposed two-thousand-mile-long wall on the Mexican border, the one 
Trump promised he could get Mexico to pay for, was already tapping 
into these themes. 

Thus Trump may well be remembered as ahead of the curve.It’s not 
true that all of the possible Trump supporters are as rabid as he is, 
some of them are. The rest are just single issue voters. 

They either are concerned about the economy and buy into his 
business acumen gambit (a promise to shake up the system on Trump’s 
part tied to a perception of genuine business acumen by potential 
voters. One that is laughably far from being borne out by the facts: as it 
happens, Trump has objectively less business acumen than fellow 
reality star Paris Hilton). 

The comment that really launched the campaign is still well 
remembered: “They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re 
rapists. And some, I assume, are good people.” 

It’s remembered by the left because of its ugliness. It’s remembered on 
the right because it discussed immigration in a way usually resigned to 
murmured remarks. 

However, as a consequence of the initial statement, Trump took lead of 
the GOP rat pack, and immigration became the preeminent issue of the 
first part of the campaign. 

Recent calamities have shoved the political scene towards Trump’s 
position on immigration, instead of Trump receding to the political 
scene. 

What about the inconsistencies of the platform? Trump’s 
inconsistencies have been pointed out ad nauseam by some pundits. 
But Trump is largely an amalgam of the party anyways, rife with the 
same contradictions. In a sense, his incoherence is scripted. The fact 
that Trump doesn’t adhere to coherent policies is a plus for his 
campaign. It has allowed him to step into a power vacuum in the 
Republican party. 



By playing with media and voter moods and biases, Trump has made 
specific policies irrelevant to his base. 

It’s a question of personality. It’s a question of celebrity. It’s not a 
question of competence. Don’t ban Trump. Don’t even roll your eyes 
when he says something stupid. If you want to undermine him, point out 
how boring his brand of politics truly is. And above all else, offer a more 
exciting alternative. Perhaps run Paris Hilton for president? 


